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ABSTRACT: Odd−even effects, the non-monotonic
dependency of physical properties on odd/even structural
units, are widely observed in homologous series of
crystalline materials. However, such alternation is not
expected for molecular amorphous materials. Herein, we
report the synthesis of a class of network-forming ionic
glasses using multivalent ammonium cations and citrate
anions. The glass transition temperatures of these
amorphous solids show an alternating pattern with
increasing backbone length. To understand the phenom-
enon’s molecular origin, we performed incoherent elastic
neutron scattering measurements of the nanosecond
atomic dynamics. Our results suggest that the molecules’
mobility, and thus the glass transition temperature,
correlates with their structural symmetry.

In 1877, A. Baeyer discovered that the melting point of fatty
acids does not exhibit a monotonic increase with increasing

chain length.1 Today it is textbook knowledge that even-
membered n-alkanes and most of their α- and α,ω-substituents
have higher melting temperatures than the odd-membered
counterparts. Besides melting point,2,3 odd−even effects of
various systems have been shown in other properties such as
fusion/sublimation enthalpy,4 density,5 mechanical proper-
ties,6,7 surface properties,8 and glass-forming abilities.9 In
general, “packing effects” are used to explain this alternation
trend in crystalline materials. However, periodic packing does
not exist in amorphous solids. Thus, the odd−even effect was
not expected for molecular amorphous materials. For example,
in most semicrystalline polymer homologues, although the
melting temperatures (Tm) show odd−even alternation, the
glass transition temperatures (Tg) only have a monotonic
trend.10−12 Here we report that the odd−even effect also exists
in the fully amorphous state. We synthesized homologous
network-forming ionic glasses (IGs) where organic multivalent
cations and anions are connected primarily by electrostatic
interactions. We found that the glass transition temperatures of
this class of IGs show a nonmonotonic rise with increasing
backbone chain length. We further investigated this odd−even
effect by measuring the nanosecond hydrogen mean-squared
displacement (MSD). The experiments described herein may
be useful in guiding the design and the development of future

functional amorphous materials. In addition, influence of
molecular symmetry on the glass transition is important for
understanding and ultimately controlling dynamical slowing by
tailoring the molecular architecture and intermolecular
interactions.13−15

In conjunction with a project that investigates low-molecular-
weight glasses as structural materials, we became interested in
exploring glassy solids whereby network formation results from
ion pairing. We followed established guidelines16−21 for
suppression of crystallization with multi-cationic and multi-
anionic building blocks, such as by controlling the polarity, size
of the molecules, and the nature of substituents.
Our network-forming IGs were synthesized using diammo-

nium cations and citrate anions. These materials were easily
prepared by reacting a α,ω-dibromoalkane with a trialkylamine.
The bromide counteranion was then replaced with hydroxide
using an anion exchange column. In situ reaction with citric acid
(or other polyacids) produced the desired products and water.
The materials were freeze-dried for 2 days (Scheme 1).22

The amorphous nature of IGs was determined by X-ray
diffraction (XRD) and differential scanning calorimetry (DSC).
XRD spectra were collected below the glass transition
temperature (Figure 1b). The peak assignments in XRD were
explained in literature for molten ammonium ions.23 The first
peak at q = 0.7 Å−1 is related to the form factor of the electron
density around the nitrogen atom in diammonium cation with
alkyl spikes, and the second peak around q = 1.7 Å−1 is related
to first-neighbor interactions.24 The glass transition temper-
atures of various IGs were measured using two independent
methods: direct measurement by DSC (Figure 1c) and the
crossover point of the storage modulus (G′) and loss modulus
(G″) under dynamic loading (1 Hz) by rheology (Figure S2).
Increasing the spike length decreases the glass transition

temperature (Table S1). Both electrostatic and van der Waals
forces likely influence the phase behavior. Because electrostatic
force is inversely proportional to the square of distance,
increasing the length of side chains increases the steric
hindrance between positive and negative charges. As a result,
even though the van der Waals forces between segments may
increase, glass transition temperature drops due to weaker
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electrostatic interactions. Based on this observation, side-chain
length was reduced in order to increase the glass transition
temperature. However, no glassy solids were obtained when the
side chains were reduced to a methyl or ethyl group. When the
side chains are reduced, the cations and anions can get closer,
resulting in stronger electrostatic attraction that leads to stable

nanocrystals. Instead, opaque semicrystal samples were
obtained (Figure 1d). These results demonstrate that the
ionic interaction strength can be fine-tuned by tailoring the
structure of the building blocks as long as the spikes are long
enough to frustrate crystallization.
Investigating the dependence of Tg on spacer length, the

overall trend exhibits a peak shape (Figure 2a). The drop in Tg

for long spacer lengths is explained by the competition between
the electrostatic and van der Waals forces. An unexpected odd−
even effect was observed in the spacer length study. IGs with an
even number of methylene groups consistently have higher Tg
than the odd-numbered IGs. The magnitude of the odd−even
effect varies from system to system. For our IGs, the maximum
difference in neighboring Tg is 15K. To compare, for n-alkane,
the maximum difference of neighboring Tm is about 30 K;2 for
some polyesters, it ranges from 15 to 100 K;6,11,25 for α,ω-
diamides, it can be as large as 130 K.4 The alternation
amplitude decreases with longer chains, which is consistent
with n-alkanes and its derivates.2,4 When n > 9, the odd−even
effect was not observed suggesting the effect from weaker ionic
interaction per molecular volume becomes more prominent. To

Scheme 1. Synthesis Route for Network-Forming Ionic
Glassa

aNaming: “IG #A-#B”, #A is the backbone “spacer” methylene unit
number and #B is the side chain “spikes” methylene/methyl unit
number.

Figure 1. (a) Simplified 2-D schematic depiction of interconnected
polyionic glass (spikes group in cations are not shown). (b)
Representative powder XRD pattern of IG. (c) Representative DSC
curve of IG. (d) Powder XRD pattern of semicrystalline material
observed for ammonium cations having small values of B.

Figure 2. (a) Odd−even dependence of the glass transition
temperatures (determined by both rheology and DSC) of IGs by
varying spacer alkyl chain length (IG A-3). (b) Nanosecond hydrogen
mean-squared displacement of three selective IGs extracted from
elastic incoherent neutron scattering experiments. Error bars represent
one standard deviation. The glass transition temperatures in panel (b)
are determined by DSC.
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the best of our knowledge, this is the first time such an odd−
even effect on Tg has been observed in ionic networks.
Unlike crystallization, glass transition is not a thermodynamic

transition, but rather a dynamic slowing-down process.
Therefore, packing effects in crystalline materials cannot be
applied directly to amorphous solids. To understand the odd−
even phenomenon from the dynamic point of view, we
measured the atomistic dynamics of IGs using incoherent
elastic neutron scattering (IENS). IENS probes the effective
Debye−Waller factor, exp(−(1/6)⟨r2⟩Q2), averaged over the
nanosecond time resolution window, which directly yields the
hydrogen MSD.26 For our IG system, most of the hydrogen
atoms are in nonspherical cations, so the MSD would reflect
mostly the cations’ behavior. Detailed data analysis can be
found in the Supporting Information (Figure S3). Three
samples (IG 4-4, IG 5-4, and IG 5-6) were chosen in order to
decouple the contributions to MSD from the side chains and
backbone. As shown in Figure 2b, a typical IG’s nanosecond
hydrogen MSD as a function of temperature can be divided
into three regimes: (i) Below 100 K, MSD shows pure
harmonic behavior, almost all relaxational degrees of freedom
freeze. (ii) From 100 to 250 K, anharmonic motions start
contributing. IG 4-4 and IG 5-4, with the same spike length,
show similar temperature dependence, while IG 5-6, with
longer hexyl side chain, exhibits slower motions. This contrast
suggests that the motion of the IG alkyl side chain (spikes
group) dominates in this temperature range. In comparison, the
backbone is primarily immobile in this regime, as the ionic
cross-links behave like “anchors” and restrict the backbone
diffusional movement. (iii) Above 250 K, which is close to the
glass transition temperature, the hydrogen MSDs increase
dramatically. IG 5-4 and IG 5-6, with the same backbone
length, behave almost identically, while IG 4-4 moves much
slower. Therefore, we can reasonably conclude that the
nanosecond molecular motions of IG are determined by the
backbone rather than the side chain in this temperature range.
Comparing IG 4-4 and IG 5-4, which have the same number

of spike groups but adjacent numbers of spacer groups, the
main difference of their MSD lies in regime (iii) (T > Tg),
where IG 4-4 molecules exhibit considerably slower motions
compared to IG 5-4. This measurement of the molecular
mobility explains why IG 4-4 has a higher Tg than its odd-
membered counterpart. Indeed, the mobility of the molecules is
influenced by their structural symmetry, central symmetry for
even-membered IG and mirror symmetry for odd-membered
IG, which ultimately determines the configurational entropy of
the system and thus affects the glass transition temperature.
Another interesting feature of the MSD plot is that all three
curves seem to have a common crossover point around 300 K,
which is under current investigation.
In summary, an anomalous glass transition temperature

odd−even effect was observed in network-forming ionic glasses.
Measurements of mean-squared displacement reveal the
discrete mobility of side chain and backbone at different
temperatures. Comparison of odd- and even-membered MSD
plots shows the effect is associated with molecular mobility
differences. We demonstrated here that the ionic strength and
mobility can be adjusted in a homologous series. The strategy
provides an opportunity to fine-tune the properties of
macroscopic materials in the area of supramolecular chemistry
and molecular recognition. This system, with all its versatility, is
a potential model system for the study of glasses and liquids.
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